
Our company is looking for a cyber defense. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for cyber defense

Identify risks to computer systems and applications, and make written and
verbal remediation recommendations to leadership
Provide accurate and timely forecasts within SFDC Skills
Member of the engineering innovation team
Assist Sponsor with identifying architectural strategy for mission related
cyber defense infrastructure
Provide technical leadership and tactical support to cyber defense projects in
multiple areas of expertise including (but not limited to) Cloud infrastructure,
sensor networks, big data analytics, and custom product development
Projects and associated implementation teams may vary in size and
complexity Duties / Responsibilities may vary from project to project
Ensure delivered systems are built to ICD 503 accreditation standards and
participate in the accreditation process, as needed
Provide technical briefings to audiences at multiple levels in the Sponsor
organization
Assessing threat and vulnerability information from all sources (both internal
and external) and promptly applying applicable mitigation techniques
initiating indications and warnings
Developing mitigation and remediation plans as a result of vulnerability
assessment findings while monitoring current reports of computer malware to
determine when to update protection systems
Fostering and maintain relationships with key stakeholders and business
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Qualifications for cyber defense

Experience with systems security analysis and implementation
Experience with software design assurance
Experience in working with an Agile, including Scrum team
Experience in large scale enterprise Cyber Solutions, including all areas of
defensive cyber and network operations
Familiar with interpreting the log output of a wide selection of network and
host device classes (HIDS, NIDS, Firewalls, Proxies, Routers, Switches, WAF's,
Servers, Desktop Controls, Endpoint Protection)
Must provide focused effort on documentation and process improvement for
both technical and business centric procedures


